SERIES 850

HORIZONTAL
DOUBLE SLIDE
WINDOWS

Enhance your home and add living space with a three season porch by
using the Series 850 sliding window. This window is specifically designed
for porch enclosures, the panels slide so easily and are simple to
remove. This window has a frame depth of 2 ¼ and can also be used as a
sliding storm window, or a cellar window.

STOCK COLORS:
WHITE OR BRONZE
CUSTOM COLORS
AVAILABLE

SERIES 850 SPECIFICATIONS
GENERAL: Horizontal sliding window shall be Series 850 as
manufactured by Coastal Industries Inc.
MATERIALS: Frames and sash shall be 6063-T5 extruded
aluminum alloy with a nominal wall thickness of .062.
Standard finish shall be bronze or white baked acrylic enamel.
Weatherstripping shall be silicone treated pile.
CONSTRUCTION: Frames shall have an integral fin around the
entire perimeter and should be mechanically joined with screw
fasteners. The sill shall have a slow pitch with weep slots for
adequate drainage. Window panel shall interlock at central
meeting rail.
GLAZING: Shall be factory glazed wih 1/2” insulating glass panels.
Single glazed option: 1/8” annealed or 1/8” tempered glass.

INSTALLATION DETAILS

HARDWARE: Moveable sash shall be equipped with an all
aluminum spring loaded self-locking latch which shall engage
into the frame jamb. The moving sash shall be equipped with two
nylon glide pads.
INSTALLATION: All windows shall be erected by others in
accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations without
forcing, springing, or twisting. Head and sill members shall
be aligned, parallel and square with jambs. A sealant shall be
provided by the erector and applied to provide a watertight seal
between the windows and surrounding construction.
SCREENS: Shall be Extruded Screen stock, half screens with
fiberglass mesh. Optional: full screen. Optional wire: No-See-Um,
pet screen and enhance vision.

Single-glaze feature and full screen for porch
enclosures. Available in Double Slider and
Picture Window with Sliders

Double Slider

Picture Window with Sliders
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